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life. The Gmc car oxygen sensor is a critical component for your vehicle. The oxygen sensor
monitors the amount of unburned oxygen that is in the exhaust as the exhaust exits the engine.
This is an important process for the vehicle as it controls the fuel mixture and regulates the
Gmc car engine performance and emissions. When the Gmc car oxygen sensor begins to fail or
is completely bad, the vehicle's drivability will be affected and you will notice increased fuel
consumption. Position a jack under the front suspension of the truck and raise it off the ground.
Position a set of jack stands under the front suspension or frame rails to support the truck, then
lower the jack and remove it from under the truck. Locate the O2 sensor you intend to change. If
it is the upstream sensor, find it under the engine in the down tube that runs from the exhaust
manifold to the catalytic converter. If it is a downstream sensor, it is in the exhaust pipe just in
front of the catalytic converter. On dual exhaust trucks, there are two downstream sensors on in
each pipe. Locate the wiring harness pigtail coming out of the top of the O2 sensor. Follow the
wires up to the electrical connector at the vehicle wiring harness. Disconnect the connector by
pushing down the locking tab on the connector and pulling the two halves of the connector
apart. Place an O2 sensor socket on the O2 sensor in the exhaust pipe. If you do not have one,
you can buy an O2 sensor socket at most auto parts stores. Lift the old sensor out of the pipe
and discard it. Thread the new O2 sensor into the hole in the pipe by hand to avoid stripping or
cross threading fit. Tighten it with the O2 sensor socket and ratchet, then run the wiring harness
pigtail up to the connector on the truck. Push the connector on the O2 sensor into the wiring
harness connector, making sure the locking tab engages. Repeat this process for each O2
sensor that you need to change. Position your jack under the front of the truck again and lift the
truck off the jack stands. Remove the stands from under the truck and carefully lower the truck
to the ground. The oxygen sensor is easiest to replace while the engine is still warm. Open the
hood of the Envoy using the hood-release lever in the vehicle. Locate the oxygen sensor on the
exhaust manifold. Loosen and remove the oxygen sensor by using a 22 mm socket wrench or a
special oxygen sensor socket. Twist the socket wrench counterclockwise until the sensor is
loose enough to remove. Connect the new oxygen sensor by plugging it into the connector on
the exhaust manifold. Close the hood of your Envoy and pull up to ensure the hood latches
shut. Raise the front end of your GMC Yukon using a jack. Place a set of jack stands beneath
the front of the truck to secure it. Remove the jack. Remove the retaining clip from the wiring
harness connected to the oxygen sensor by pulling it up to release it. Remove the wiring
harness from the sensor. The GMC Yukon uses a wiring harness that pulls free by hand, so
carefully pull it upward away from the sensor. Remove the oxygen sensor using an oxygen
sensor socket and ratchet. Check the thread area on the truck and wipe it with a clean rag if
needed to clear any debris. Insert the new oxygen sensor using the oxygen sensor socket and
ratchet. It may be easier to thread it in by hand so that you don't cross-thread the sensor.
Torque the sensor to 31 foot-pounds with a torque wrench. Lift the left front quarter of the truck
with a floor jack and place a jack stand under the front left frame rail. Repeat this for the right
side to elevate the front axle of the truck. Put on the safety glasses. Grab the tools and new
sensor. Crawl under the truck on a creeper if you have one. Locate the sensor you need to
replace. The upstream is on the left-hand side driver's side of the front exhaust Y-pipe near the
manifold connection. The downstream sensor is near the catalytic converter. Unplug the wire
harness from the sensor. Use the screwdriver to press in the locking clip on the plug and
separate it. You may have to pry out the plastic push pin to make it easier, but you can use the
screwdriver to do that, too. Place the wire of the sensor through the hole of the 22 millimeter
box end wrench and attempt to loosen the sensor turning it counterclockwise. A lot of times,

the sensor will loosen when applying the proper amount of strength and tenacity. However, you
may need to heat the pipe area where the sensor threads into with the hand torch to expand the
metal around the sensor threads. If you have to do this allow it to cool down before reinserting
the new sensor. Apply a light coat of anti-seize lubricant to the threads of the new oxygen
sensor. Be careful not to get any on the sensor head. Many quality sensors may very well
already have some anti-seize lubricant coated lightly on the threads. Screw the sensor into the
pipe by hand at first and tighten with the wrench. You'll have to feed the wire of the sensor
through the box end of the wrench again. Tighten securely, but realize there's only 4 or 5
threads on the sensor so over-tightening it can easily strip out the threads and damage the
sensor. Items you will need Floor jack 2 jack stands Wheel chock Creeper optional 22 millimeter
box end wrench Flathead screwdriver Spray lubricant WD Anti-seize lubricant optional Safety
glasses Portable hand torch optional. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for
parts individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set
from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are
selected from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you
may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are
quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts
with electrical components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to
Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Watch this video to learn
how to fix your emissions problems. The experts at 1A Auto show you how to replace an
oxygen sensor on your Chevy Suburban. This item may be interchangeable with parts from
other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and
does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from
the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check
Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or
help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Oxygen Sensors. This part will only fit a vehicle
with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle.
Year Make Model Search. Oxygen Sensors. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery
options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : EMS
Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Product Reviews. Perfect fit! Great products
and service. You have great products at a great price. Wrong part for truck. Complete wrong
oxygen sensors for my truck, even though the listing said "guaranteed to fit". I found that out
too late after I had already opened them. Going to try to salvage some of the cost by listing the
new ncorrect parts on eBay. I don't know what these fit, but it wasn't my truck. My o2 sensors
were a perfect fit. For a very affordable price! Working great so far. Working great so far, the
sensors fit perfectly and all is well. The product was high quality but unfortunently this did not
work for all 4 sensors as the connectors were different. This is not 1As auto fault as Chevy
trucks some have the flat connector on the pre cats and some have the square. Before
purchasing this verify what you have. Our truck is working great again. Will buy future parts
from you. First Time User. Happy with being able to speak with someone about ordering the
correct part. Pricing was cheaper than going to a brick and mortar. So far so good. Glad we
found this site. It was affordable and when I wasnt sure about something I called and they were
very helpful and extremely nice. I would really recommend 1A Auto. Thank you 1A Auto. Worked
great and good price too. An excellent place to buy parts. The 02 sensors were a perpect match
and work as good as the originals. One awesome transaction! Thanks A1-Auto! I purchased 4
Oxygen Sensors for my Silverado. Thanks to 1aauto I have achieved , miles and plan on getting
many more on this truck. Thank you. Great price. O2 Sensors. Not sure if the quality of the
product was the problem or if there's another issue, installed the sensors and cleared the
codes. Same codes popped back up and having the same problem. Now as for the process of
ordering, product came in a timely manner and each sensor was individually wrapped. They
were not marked as which was which, had to figure that out on my own. I'll definitely be
ordering more products. I'm pretty sure my truck is the problem and not the product I ordered.
This truck has been giving me problems in the past few years and I think it's just time to part
ways with it.. Parts fit perfect and as always a great value. The free shipping is a great added

bonus. O2 sensors for Suburban. Received the sensors within a week of ordering. Watched the
video, which was very helpful. Replaced the upstream sensors, the one on the engine side of
the converter, and within a few days the service engine light turned off and the vehicle started
running a lot better. I would recommend these highly. Top notch. Yet again 1A has provided
quality parts good prices, and fast shipping. It's the reason I keep coming back. Life saving. In
the need of any part I strongly believe 1aauto can forfil yo any need and ship on time r day
befor. Sensors came in just a couple days and new on packaging. Would definitely buy again.
Good product so far seems well built. Only negative thing is the upstream sensors are not direct
fit. You going to have to spice them in use your old connector end. Very satisfied. The part was
very helpful and I would recommend anyone to try this company, and the prices are great. Not
correct for the Yukon Denali. In looking up the year and make O2 snesors this is what pulled up.
I went to install and found that all the connections were different. Quailty of part looks good.
How well it functions, i am not sure. Shipping was good So due to the fact i did not look at my
connections first i ended up with 4 sensors i can not use. Will look int returning them. Great
price and easy install. This was much less expensive than buying from local auto parts store. It
came pretty fast and was easy to install would recommend. Positive experience. Expedient
delivery. Exact fit for vehicle. Time will tell how effective. Highly recommend. Good customer
service. I ordered o2 sensors for a Yukon. I received the wrong parts but A1 researched what
went wrong and at the end of the day issued me a refund. Even though the parts were incorrect
they did great on the service side. May buy again in the future. Good service, Good products. I
explained that the only reason i ordered them is because their website told me to. The absolute
best. More especially with the parts I have purchased and will continue to do so. Reasonably
priced is why I here for all my parts needs I have older vehicles and when something goes
wrong I order from 1A Auto. Aaron C. June 12, Perfect fit. The parts I ordered was a exact fit and
curretlybare performing great. Will consider using 1aauto in the future. Worked fine. Fit with no
problem and works fine. Part came in on time with no problem the part fit perfectly thanks.
Perfect fit for o2 sensors. Exactly as described delivered quickly. Thank you took care of my
issues. Just as described, fit perfectly. Awesome service and parts. Had an awesome buying
experience. Customer service agent helped me find the right part quickly. Part worked great and
fixed the problem. A1 auto is the best! Items fit perfectly and arrived on time extremely happy
will continue to buy from 1AA Auto. My high miler Yukon was flashing multiple codes. I ordered
the complete distributor along with the 02 sensors. I was very pleased with the shipping time ,
as well as the pricing. My local trusted mechanic did the install. The codes have all disappeared,
my Yukon starts first time every time, the accleration is crisp and smooth, the exhaust tone is
also deeper and the fuel mileage has improved. There is no longer that noticeable raw fuel
stench at idle. I am very satisfied , I will definetly place furrher orders. Thank you for a job well
done. Good parts great delivery time. Great price for a full set of O2 sensors. Very speedy
delivery time. Sensors work great. Install video very helpful. O2 sensor. They were a perfect fit
and a great price. Great Products!!!!! Andre Lyles. I searched and searched for some O2
sensors for my truck, and when I came to 1A Auto I knew I didn't need to look any further
because 1A Auto had the best price on the market. The O2 sensors I received put the power
back in my truck. Thanks 1A Auto for not only selling great products but also showing me how
to install them. This auto part has my truck running smooth as ever and the video with Don help
me to locate and fix the problem and I didn't know they that had four sensors on my Chevy don
was a good help thanks 1auto. They sent me the right parts on time and now my truck is
running much better stronger faster and smoother. It was perfect came right on time and was
box perfect everything worked out great. Great product excellent quality fast shipping thank you
1Aauto. Had a oxygen sensor code pop up and decided to go with 1 aauto because they have
excellent prices. After installing all 4 new sensors the code has been clear for 3 weeks now.
Thanks 1 aauto! I love it when I can buy a part that is an exact fit and does not need to be
modified. No codes yet. Looked to be great quality. I will be using them again. Will not match!
They did not match! Had two O2 sensors that where bad. Replaced all four w this kit. Engine
light went immediately off! First, my yr old Son and I are working together to update his
Silverado, 5. I teach him. He teaches me. This build is all on him and he is footing the bill yes,
him. This will become his pride and joy. The 1A Auto online system is second to none! Even the
national box stores can't beat the pricing. We like the fact we can get what we need quickly by
putting in some basic information website is very intuitive or add all the details such as VIN or
product Number as possible and it guides you to the variety of product manufacturers OEM for
your vehicle. The Fitment confirmation system is a great add-on for us DIYers to get it right, the
first time. From time to time we have had to watch the product installation videos that are
simple and direct. Knowledgeable Staff. I purchased this complete set I had a question about
which sensor was the Upstream or Downstream. Very knowledgeable Staff, perfect installation

no more check engine light. GMC O2 sensor replacement. Quality parts at the right price. Fast
delivery, fit and instructions on how to install it. Would definitely recommend this product to
anyone. Excellent product. I needed to replace one oxygen sensor on my tahoe to pass smog. I
ordered all four for the price of two,passed no problem and runs way stronger now. O2 sensor
package. Ordered O2 sensors from 1A Auto for 98 Chevy project truck. Sensors arrived ahead
of delivery date provided in email. Sensors were packaged professionally and they already had
anti-seize on the threads which was nice. Are these sensors equipped with internal heaters?
Patrick W. Yes they are. Tim K. Do u have to unplug the positive or negative cable before
installing o2 sensors? Henry G. Looking for a set of sensors for a Silverado with a 6. Will these
work? Brian S. No, this oxygen sensor kit is not compatible with the Chevy Silverado with the 6.
These sensors are only compatible with the 5. Please let us know if you need any further
assistance, thank you. Jessica D. Good question, but hard to say. They did not fit my Chevy
Tahoe. Their are several models of sensors, and some have different plugs. In my case the
vehicle was made in the US but the parts came from a plant in Canada. Made it very difficult to
find the right part. My suggestion is to disconnect the plug under the vehicle, and take a picture.
This will make your search much easier. With the picture, my local Pep Boys dealer helped me
determine the right plug, and A1 Auto had a much better price. A1 Auto customer service was
very helpful as well. Would these 4 02 oxygen sensors; 2 for downstream and 2 for upstream
work for my K Chevrolet Silverado 5. Jorge D. Andra M. Are these O2 sensors 3or4 wire? Jimmy
H. These O2 sensors are 4 wire. Please be sure to check the vehicle fit list to ensure they are
listed to fit your vehicle. Anthony C. Would this fit a GMC Sierra 4. Jose C. This will be correct
for that vehicle as long as it was manufactured in the U. Please contact us if you have any
further questions. Will these work with a 7. George T. This part will not fit your vehicle. We may
have a part that is listed to fit. Please enter your vehicle's year make and model in the search
bar at the top of the page. This will display parts guaranteed to fit your vehicle. If you'd like to
order with a Customer Service Representative, please give us a call at Thank you! Emma F. I
need only one o2 sensor!!! Can i get it and only it!!! I cant seem to find it!!!? Is these 4 all 4
sensors on my truck? Laurence C. Thanks for your inquiry. This part is specific to vehicles with
a particular set of options. We will need more information about your vehicle to confirm the fit.
The information we will need in order to assist you is your VIN. Are this o2 sensors for a Canada
truck? Juan J. Thank you for your inquiry. Depending on the vehicle, these are for US built
models. Please let us know if you have any further questions. Fit on Mexico produced models?
Eric L. Thank you for your question, Eric! These oxygen sensors have a very specific fit
depending on the year, make and model of your vehicle. For certain models they will not fit
Canadian built vehicles, and some will only fit US built vehicles. Please be sure to read the fit
description carefully for your year, make and model to ensure these will be correct for you. If
you have any other questions please be sure to let us know! Rodney N. Currently, we do not
carry this part for your vehicle. We're always updating our inventory so please check back
soon! If you have any other questions, let us know. Out of this four piece set which part number
is for the upstream and which part number is for the downstream oxygen sensor? Rufus T.
Examine the old electrical plugins one at a time, on the vehicle and match them with the new
plugs because the up-stream and the down-stream have different electrical plugins. The
up-stream 02 sensor is before the catalytic convertor and the down-stream 02 sensor is after the
catalytic convertor. A1 Auto parts has a video on its web site on how to install oxygen sensors
on Chevrolet and GMC pickups. Ken K. Will these sensors work for a 98 k manual transmission
nv 5. Chris B. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer
Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts
are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to
year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Oxygen
Sensors. Cadillac Escalade V8 5. Chevrolet Avalanche V8 5. Chevrolet C Truck V8 5. Chevrolet C
Truck V6 4. Chevrolet Express Van V8 5. Chevrolet Express Van V6 4. Chevrolet K Truck V6 4.
Chevrolet K Truck V8 5. Chevrolet Silverado V8 4. Chevrolet Silverado V8 5. Chevrolet Silverado
V6 4. Chevrolet Suburban V8 5. Chevrolet Suburban C V8 5. Chevrolet Suburban K V8 5.
Chevrolet Tahoe V8 5. Chevrolet Tahoe V8 4. GMC Sierra V8 4. GMC Sierra V8 5. GMC Yukon V8
4. GMC Yukon V8 5. Testing the oxygen sensor commonly referred to as O2 sensors on your 4.
Your 4. TIP 1: To take advantage of the testing info in this article, you'll need a scan tool. This
scan tool must have Live Data capability. Now, you don't need the GM factory scan tool or a
professional technician level scan tool since I've written this article for use with a generic scan
tool Don't have a scan tool? Need a scan tool? TIP 2: The testing procedure I'm gonna' show

you here, is done with the oxygen sensors in action Therefore, take all necessary safety
precautions and think safety all of the time. The effects of a bad oxygen sensor can be very
subtle since they usually do not cause serious drive-ability problems. Here are the most
common symptoms:. In this section, I'm gonna' go into some working theory of how the O2
sensor works in plain English. If you need a more technical and detailed explanation, you can
Google it, since I'm only gonna' concentrate on the basics you need to know to diagnose them.
The job of the pre catalytic converter oxygen sensors is to help the PCM fine tune the amount of
fuel that's injected into the engine. If it doesn't inject enough, they'll make it aware of it and the
PCM will inject more. The O2 sensors accomplish this by producing anywhere from 0. If the
PCM injects too much fuel, the oxygen sensor responds by producing a voltage above 0. This
voltage can go as high as 0. This is considered a Rich condition. The oxygen sensor
immediately reports the change so that the less fuel the PCM injects into the engine, the smaller
the voltage that the O2 sensor's voltage produces. Its voltage can go as low as 0. This is
considered a Lean Condition. This process of injecting more or less fuel and the O2 sensors
reporting the change to the PCM goes on the entire time the engine is running and if all of the
components are working correctly. The really cool thing is that you can observe these changes
using a scan tool in its Live Data mode, and this is how I'm gonna' show you how to test them.
A correctly working O2 sensor will produce a voltage that will switch between a Lean and Rich
condition several times every few seconds. So, if the voltage output of the O2 sensor stays
fixed when testing it , the O2 sensor has failed. If the pre-Cat O2 sensors are bad, they will not
be able to sense how Rich or Lean the exhaust gas is and consequently the PCM will not be
able to fine tune the fuel injection to meet emission pollution standards. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Important Suggestions
And Tips. Oxygen Sensor Basics. Oxygen Sensor Test 1. More Test Articles. Symptoms Of A
Bad Oxygen Sensor The effects of a bad oxygen sensor can be very subtle since they usually
do not cause serious drive-ability problems. Here are the most common symptoms: The check
engine light CEL will be illuminated on your instrument cluster. Really bad gas mileage. Won't
pass state mandated emission testing. Oxygen Sensor Basics In this section, I'm gonna' go into
some working theory of how the O2 sensor works in plain English. Here are some more
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